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As a RIE teacher and student of pioneering child expert Magda Gerber, her advice is not
based solely on formal studies and the study of others, but also on her behalf twenty years of
hands-on encounter guiding a huge selection of parents and their toddlers.Janet Lansbury is
unique among parenting professionals. “No Bad Children” is a assortment of Janet's most
popular and widely read content pertaining to common toddler behaviors and how respectful
parenting procedures can be applied to benefit both parents and children. “No Bad Kids”
provides a practical, indispensable tool for parents who are anticipating or going through
those vital years when toddlers are developmentally appreciated to test the limitations of our
patience and like. It covers such common topics as punishment, cooperation, boundaries,
assessment, tantrums, hitting, and even more. Armed with knowledge and a clearer feeling of
the world through our kids’s eyes, this period of uncertainty can afford a myriad of
opportunities to forge unbreakable bonds of trust and respect.
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Virtually no time outs, no rewards, no yelling, no issue. This is less a book about troubleshooting
undesirable behavior as it is a book about helping you communicate with your kiddo in a
respectful way. The explanation is that should you view and get hold of your child with respect,
they'll become fully functional kids. It works. Fast shipping Love the book Great parenting book
Love her ways on how to easily understand your children and calmly respond. I examine it in
two sittings, and implemented the model conversations to the letter. It proved helpful really well.
Every sentence is packed full.and also her blog. I've a 4 y. Still training how exactly to
implement things specifically, but it was an excellent jumping stage for me and now i'm reading
like-minded books that additional help me with everything. boy who struggles hard with the
arrival of his baby sister. I've read Lansbury's blog page, and many of the best articles are in
the book - I haven't go through her blog extensively, so perhaps the entire book is simply a
print version of her blog page. It’s a brief read in pages but not in information. This book
beats all the advice - hands down! Janet restored my confidence, taught me super effective
methods to help and mother or father my children and has provided me food for thought that I
am very appreciative of. Highly recommend for parents who want to be gentle however, not
pushovers, who have confidence in talking to kids rather than punishing them. Just a fantastic
book on toddlers I've read ~75% of this book right now, however I can already say that it's a
great book. Good luck.Up to now the tool that’s most changed our daily is providing our
toddler (21 months) choices! Must-have for just about any Toddler Parent/Caregiver That is a
must-read for any young parent or parent of a toddler. Some of the chapters were simply
examples and I would have appreciate a little more insight from Lansbury herself, instead of
being still left to infer the message/meaning just from reprinting additional parent's letters (keep
in mind, we're exhausted, sleep-deprived parents of toddlers reading this! As a licensed mental
doctor, this respectful, communicative approach to self-discipline and respect for your son or
daughter speaks volumes to me. Seems so obvious right now but before this book I
experienced like he was just hearing “no” the whole day!As a parent, I also subscribe to a lot
of Maria Montessori's philosophy, and RIE (the parenting philosophy developed by Magda
Gerber that this book is founded on) are very similar. In many ways, Montessori and RIE
compliment one another. I've examine texts by both Gerber and Montessori directly, and I must
state that Janet Lansbury's books tend to be more practically helpful. This book is an amazing
tool for just about any parent This book is an amazing tool for just about any parent! There's a
tiny "script" that she reiterates throughout the book that I find extremely valuable.The book isn't
perfect, however. I really do wish it was more cautiously edited. Because I have worked with
children for a long time as a instructor, I thought I was prepared for anything parenthood
might provide. While I love her conversational writing voice, there are some typos (it's "suchand-such" not "such-in-such"), and areas where I wish she acquired expanded (a good editor
would have helped here). I found Lansbury's book through her website, that i discovered from
a colleague. We are in need of simplicity and repetition!). Other than these nit-picky issues, I
find this to be a great book. I am reading and re-reading this reserve in the couple of years
to come. Strongly suggested to any parent or caregiver of a toddler! Requires work but don't
all good stuff? I am reading and re-reading JL's books for over a season now and really
believe her delivery of Magda Gerber & Dr. Give options that you’re ok with either choice.
Nothing at all resonated more for me these three concepts: 1.! Don't WE as human beings yearn
for acknowlegement and respect? The approaches actually work! 2. Preparing/narrating infants
& toddlers in regards to what we are going to do next, whether to their bodies (lie you straight
down, wipe your bottom level) or as an activity. My boy doesn't like surprises at all. I try my

best to always share what will arrive next. Again, don't we prefer to know? I specifically
appreciate Janet's likening it to being an adult unable to do issues for oneself, i.e. Or any
other manner that we wouldn't talk with, say, or partner or friend. 3. Avoiding speaking in
"motherese" and third person. In a nursing home. We expect children to act properly, respect us,
and react just once we request (or commonly command), but without displaying this behavior
ourselves, it adds a coating of avoidable dilemma to already conflicted small kids developing
normally. .. Game changer This book changed my life & - 3yr old boundary pressing behavior
and you feel just like abandoning a mild parenting approach Really helpful info whenever your
kid is hitting that 2 1/2 - 3yr old boundary pushing behavior and you also feel like
abandoning a gentle parenting approach, this can help you realize from their perspective
and offers great advice. While Gerber and Montessori's original texts are very inspiring
philosophically, what I appreciate about Lansbury's book are the practical examples. Her
writing is definitely concise and to the idea with many examples of created letters and emails
from parents she’s helped previously.With this book I've found that to be somewhere between
challenging and completely ineffective, because upon taking the time to meditate on the text, I
was highlighting 80% of the publication (my standard is 5-10% for those who were wondering),
therefore i just stopped doing that and figured I'd come back later on and read everything
once more, cause I find it to be that good. It just makes sense. For instance, after nap we
usually play outback, I don’t wish his blanket he sleeps with brought outside to obtain all dirty.
Ha! Try to simply take it? I normally highlight (Kindle version) those parts of a publication that I
believe I will want to come back later and read once again (yo know, in order not to have to
browse the entire book again looking for those key points). I read several other parenting
books that suggested counting, time outs, implications, etc. Do you want to leave it on the
table or the couch? Love this book! Emmy Pickler's procedures and advice are very refreshing.
You can find countless tips such as this in the publication. I was wrong. You can find no
shortcuts or quick fixes, but following a week of respectful parenting, we had a different toddler
on our hands. Great book Great read. Must have Love this book and I continue to go back
and go through it when needed Best advice - without doubt! It's definitely an activity trying to
remain unruffled, but the way she explains things makes it easier to see the light by the end of
the tunnel so to speak.o. Don’t read various other discipline books.. For gentle but solid
parents who are crazy enough for their kids to say "no" and set limits I learned immensely from
this reserve.. my sons. We had been struggling so hard after baby #2 & ever since I go through
this book life is 10 occasions better for everyone. Great read Very informative book. Love this
reserve!!” He’ll choose one then move play!! acknowledging. Not agreement with everything we
perform or state - but acknowledgement that we are valid, valued, and in some cases in need
of a gentle reminder that there is always room for improvement?!! I don't know what happens
when a child turns three, but the insanity drove me to buy this book. Can recommend to all
parents. I fully understood everything she was saying.!. This is all you have to. It’s practical,
honest and on top of that really works! My husband and I were dealing with an extremely
difficult toddler. Today I can say something like, “I don’t wish your blanket outside, it’ll get all
filthy and we are in need of it clean for bedtime. And lost.
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